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KQ1Uas Wesleyan University which humanistic professors of mathematics tell their students under the illusion that this will turn them into humanists A Fairy Tale: Being A Pseudo-History of Mathematics With Special Attention Given to The Evolution of the Number System good. for it was the smallest ordered field. But it was big enough for all practical purposes. And MOM opened her mouth and said to all peoples: "All numbers ye shall add and subrract and multiply, and by all numbers ye shall divide but by zero ye shall not divide. And this commandment I give unto you. and it shall be a commandment unto you and unto your posterity. even unto the last generation. And it shall be called the Eleventh Commandment: 'Thou shalt not divide by zero!' For whosoever shall divide by zero shall eat of the Fruit of the Tree of Infinity and of the Worm of Indetmninacy that liveth in the Fruit of the Tree of Infinity, And of that Worm and of that Fruit ye shall not cat lest errors and inconsistencies invade your work and ye shall be scorned and derided by your colleagues and successors forever." And that was the third BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT, and MOM saw that it was good.
And it came to pass in those days that all ancient mathematicians lived contentedly somewhere in Greece. unless they lived in Egypt or Babylon. And they added and subtraeted and multiplied and divided, but by zero they did not divide because me Greeks did not have zero. Bur the Babylonians did perhaps have zero, but they did not divide by zero because the Babylonians did not divide: they multiplied by reciprocals. and this was indeed a sign and a mark: of distinction between Babylonians and Amoebas, for whereas Amoebas multiply by dividing, Babylonians divided by multiplying. Now the Babylonians mighr have invented zero. or they might have obtained it from the Indians or the Chinese, for there lived ancient mathematicians in ancient India And this was the first BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT. And MOM saw that it was good for the induction axiom caused much weeping and gnashing of lCCth among mathematics students.
And Peana defined addition and multiplication inductively on the natural numbers, and the nalllr3l number> could always be added and multiplied. but they could only be subtracted and divided some of the time, but not all of the time. So MOM invented equivalence classes of pairs of integers. And she called them the set of rational numbers. but they were really fractions. That was When the Pythagoreans saw these things there saw that numbers were very good and they opened their mouths and said: " All is number!"
And it came to pass in those days that MOM said unto Pythagoras, the Lord of the Pythagoreans: "Come up to me unto the mount and be there: and I wiD give thee a tablet of clay, which the Babylonians have written; that thou mayest teach it," And Pythagoras rose up and girded his loins and went up into the mount and MOM delivered the tablet unto him. And lo! there were inscribed upon the tablet fifteen sets of Pythagorean triples. And the name of the tablet was Plimpton 322. And when Pythagoras saw the tablet he rejoiced exceedingly with a great joy, and opening his mouth he said: "This shall be known as the Theorem of Pythagoras, for verily , verily I say to you: Unless you know that a 2+b2=c2 you cannot enter Plato's academy." And this was not a BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT, and so MOM's anger waxed exceedingly hot,
And so it came to pass that there lived in
Metaponrum a Pythagorean Blabbermouth, and he came to Pythagoras and said: "Master, thy theorem implies that the square root of two is not a number.
Neither is it a ratio of numbers. Itis a surd" And
Pythagoras' anger waxed hot and he cast Plimpton 322 out of his heads and he brake it upon the ground. For this was indeed the fourth BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT. And then Pythagoras opened up his mouth and said unto the Blabbermouth: "Verily thou hast said it. But proclaim not this message to the people lest thou leadeth them into confusion, for they think that a HMNJournal #8 surd is absurd." But MOM darkened the Blabbermouth's mind, and he kept opening his blabber mouth and blabbered to one and all. And thus he confused the people. So MOM made a big fish, and the big fish came to the Blabbermouth and opened its mouth and said "Gulp!" and swallowed the Blabbermouth. And MOM was well pleased.
And then there came Theaetetus and
Democrirus and they fixed up the number system and called it R because it was real even though Plato and all Platonist mathematicians. in other words. almost all mathematicians. that is all mathematicians except for a set of measure zero, said that R is a mental concept and hence ideal and not real. And Euclid wrote it all down in Book X of his "Elements", and Book X was the fifth BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT for nobody could read it And MOM saw that this was good.
But the Romans did not like BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENTS. So they conquered the Greeks and there fen upon the earth a thousand years of darkness when there was no light to do mathematics by. The old mathematics was forgotten, and Euclid 1.5 was called the PONS ASINORUM, the bridge of asses, because you could not cross that bridge and understand Euclid 1.5 whilesitting on your donkey. Theorem then woe be unto me and unto all mathematicians for there shall be naught left for us to do and we shall suffer death from boredom:' So MOM sent an angel to shrink the margins of Diopbantus' book so that Fermat could not write the proof there. And she sent guardian angels with flaming swords to guard the proof from all generations even unto this day so that no one might rediscover iL And Fermat write in the margin of Diophantus" book: "Beholdl I have discovered something the ancients did not know: the margins of Diophantus' book arc too small 10 write in."
And then came Descartes, and he stayed in bed even in the light of the Renaissance. for Descartes, the soldier of fortune, was weak and infirm. And Descartes opened his mouth and said: "Cogito ergo suml" And then he got out of bed to teach Queen Christina Analytic Geometry and caught cold and died. And then Newton stood on the shoulders of giants and played with pebbles on the shore of the unexplored ocean and discovered the Calculus, and then Lcibniz invented the Calculus and Newton and Lcibniz fought over who discovered this, and who invented that, and who copied from whom, and what it all means, and Newton lost the argument and therefore British mathematicians did not know how 10 use Lcibniz's notation. But Euler did know how to use that notation, and he discovered lots of mathematics and he made lots of mistakes and so Cauchy, Bolzano and Weierstrass opened their mouths and said: " Mathema tics is like a house without a foundation built upon sand. against which series and infi nite simals beat vehemently. and immediately it falls and the ruins of that house are Yea verily, this should be the end of the story except for Gauss. who discovered the complex numbers. which arc ordered pairs of rea1 numbers and which Gauss discovered before the real numbers were invented. Only Wessel and Argand invented the complex numbers before Gauss discovered them, which is strange because usually Gauss discovered things before other people invented them. But then Gauss discovered non-Euclidean geometry before Bolyai and Lobachevski invented it, and that was importanl but also sad. because before the discovery of nonEuclidean Geometry mathematicians had been SEEKERS OF TRUTII, bUI after this invention they became hewers of wood and DRAWERS OF NECESSARY CONCLUSIONS FROM ARBITRARY ASSUMPTIONS and therefore FORMAL MANIPULA TORS OF MEANlNGlllSS SYMBOLS.
And then came Godel, and he opened his mouth and said: "You cannot proved that the axioms of a complete ordered field arc complete or consistent or categorical. So the foundation of mathematics is indeed built upon sand." And this was a BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT FOR ALL MA1HEMATICIANS. And when Hilbert heard of this BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENT he tore his clothes, covered his head with ashes, wrapped himself in sack-cloth and retired from mathematics. And this was not good. So MOM transformed all mathematicians intohumanists whocan overcome most BURDEN AND IMPEDIMENTS. And this was very good, and so everyone lived happily ever after.
